
Ron DeSantis says Florida will NOT TOLERATE Biden’s Orwellian “disinformation
unit” and the silencing of Americans

Description

As covid-19 propaganda fades away into the puke bin of history, some of the most controlling and evil
forces are still trying to force Americans to believe in this propaganda or face punishment from a
federal “disinformation board.”

The Biden regime recently announced the formation of a “disinformation board” within the Department
of Homeland Security (DHS). This “disinformation board” would create official government narratives
that must be followed and believed by all Americans. The Biden regime has declared a monopoly on
the facts, and wants to force their false authority and propaganda on everyone. Anyone who dissents
is to be targeted, silenced and charged. Anyone who dares to speak the truth about crimes and
injustices will be targeted and hunted down as a “domestic terror threat.”

Florida Governor Ron DeSantis was quick to denounce this Orwellian “Ministry of Truth.” DeSantis said
the Biden administration’s latest move was “NOT ACCEPTABLE.” DeSantis said Florida will “NOT
TOLERATE” Biden’s disinformation unit and the federal government’s forced propaganda.

America’s Governor calls out Biden’s latest act of malice
toward the American people

America’s Governor, Ron DeSantis said he thought the disinformation bureau was a belated April
Fool’s joke. “It’s basically a Ministry of Truth, and what they want to do is they want to be able to put
out false narratives without people being able to speak out and fight back,” he concluded. DeSantis
said this “disinformation” bureau within the DHS is “alien to constitutional tradition” and is a desperate
attempt to enforce “regime-approved narratives and to stifle dissent.”

DeSantis warned that the left wants to push coronavirus lockdowns, school closures and other
totalitarian measures “that are not supported by the evidence.” The leader of the “disinformation
bureau,” Nina Jankowicz continues to push for totalitarian controls over people’s bodies, behaviors and
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beliefs. When people speak out against these unlawful measures, the Biden regime hopes to use their
“disinformation board” to shut these Americans down and silence their voice.

These same totalitarian tactics were used in the Fall of 2021 to target parents who spoke out at school
board meetings. Parents are concerned that harmful ideologies and abusive physical restrictions are
being imposed on their children. The Department of Justice claimed these parents were domestic
terrorists.

Speaking the truth has never been more critical

Now, anyone can be declared a domestic terrorist for speaking the truth. Jankowicz once said that
Americans who mock Kamala Harris and other women in power are a threat to national security.
Jankowicz advocates for lockdowns and other Russia collusion conspiracy theories — completely
ignoring that Obama and Clinton organized the spy campaign on Trump and tried to frame him for
Russian collusion that never existed. Jankowicz also labeled the Hunter Biden laptop story as “Russian
disinformation” — even though the incriminating laptop is on Congressional record and reveals Biden
family corruption.

The Biden regime will not listen to Americans, and as more and more people speak up about fraud and
abuse of government power, the more steps they take to silence them. The Biden regime refuses to
course-correct their policies, and they will not relinquish their totalitarian tactics. The Biden regime is
doing everything they can to cover up for historic crimes, which is why they resort to using government
power to threaten people and shut them up.

DeSantis said the public is “sick of this” and there is now a lot of momentum behind free speech and
“speaking the truth to a very decaying and discredited ruling elite in this country.”

“We believe it’s essential that individual Floridians and Americans are able to speak out against false
narratives trying to be jammed down our throats by this regime,” DeSantis said. Speaking the truth has
never been more critical, as criminals desperately cling to their false authority.
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